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1. Summary of Major Research Findings 
The goal of our research over the past three years has been to contribute 
to the development of a definitive global climatology of the surface heat 
balance over the world ocean using a combination of satellite and conventional 
observed data. After careful development and testing of a method for esti-
mating climatological sensible and latent heat fluxes (Appendix A), we con-
str~cted an atlas of the components of the surface heat balance over the 
global ice-free oceans (Appendix B) which may be regarded as updating the 
work of Budyko (1963) and his colleagues. During the course of our research, 
we reached a number of conclusions about the role that satellite data may 
play in improving the estimates of heat balance components in the near future. 
Our heat balance results and recommendations for the use of satellite data 
are briefly summari:ed below. 
1.1 Estimates of ClimatoLogical Latent and Sensible Heat Fluxes 
In the paper by Esbensen and Reynolds (1981) we have demonstrated that 
is is possible to estimate long-term monthly mean latent and sensible heat 
fl~xes over the ocean to within the <20% relative accuracy of the bulk aero-
'V 
dynamic formulas, by using observations of the monthly mean surface \vind 
speed and the monthly mean sea-air temperature and humidity differences. 
Even more remarkable is that it appears to be possible to make a useful 
estimate of the fluxes on a month-to-month basis from monthly averaged sur-
face data. Both of these findings have important implications for the use 







1.2 An AtZas of the S~Jaae Heat BaLanae 
Using a climatology of surface marine meteorological observations pre-
pared by the National Climatic Center and the cloudiness atlas of Berliand 
and Strokina (1980) we have produced an atlas cf the components of the sur-
face heat balance over the global ice-free oceans (Esbensen and Kushnir, 
1981). The atlas includes maps of the monthly mean distributions of the 
calculated heat budget components and of the basic variables used in the 
calculation. All the fields have a uniform spatial resolution and are pre-
sented on a 4° x S° grid. Although the resolution of our data set is coarse, 
we find good agreement between our atlas results and several recent regional 
studies. Our estimates have the advantages of being global in extent and '. 
achieving approximate annual heat balance over the global oceans. 
The atlas has already been useful in the development and analysi3 of a 
coarse resolution global ocean model at the Climatic Research Institute and 
we expect that it will continue to be useful as the institute staff begins 
to explore coupled ocean-atmosphere models. The gridJed data set is avail-
able to other investigators in a very portable format on magnetil.: tape. 
1.3 Reaorrmeno.at,:ons for the Use of Sa-;eUite Data 
We believe that it is now possible to clearly define the role of satel-
lite data in improving climatological estimates of the components of the 
sUl'hce heat balance and in monitoring thei l' interannual variabil i ty . i~e 
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I. 
a) High priority should be given to monitoring the monthly mean of the 
magnitude of the surface wind stress using satellite data. We 
believe that our results show that this information can be used 
directly in bulk aerodynamic formulas to determine the monthly mean 
sensible and latent heat fluxes to well within a relative error of 
~20% wherever those fluxes are significant. 
b) High priority should be given to developing and deploying a robust 
buoy-satellite instrument system which measures three quantities -
surface air temperature and humidity, and the sea surface tempera-
ture. This is particularly important over regions of the global 
oceans where ships-of-opportunity provide inadequate coverage and 
the associated space-time sampling errors can approach 50% (Weare 
and Strub, 1981). 
c) High priority should be given to obtaining the monthly averaged 
surface radiation balance over the global oceans by fully utilizing 
existing satellite data. We believe that climatological esti:nates 
c~, be obtained by combining existing radiative flux data from 
satelli tes with surface meteorological da";;a from ships and buoys. 
Ii 
In this context we suggest that cloudiness data be viewed more as I 
a by-prod1lct of the analysis rather than a primary input variable 
to empirical radiation formulas. (See Appendix B for examples of 
this type of formula.) Of the three recommendations, we believe 
that this step would be the most likely to lead to a significant 
quantitative improvement in the estimates of the net downward he<1t 
flux into the oceans. 
I 
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2. Summary of Research Activities 
The research summarized here was performed in collaboration with Dr. 
R. W. Reynolds l and graduate students Messrs. 'i. Kushnir and E. 1. Tollerud. 
I~e have received good support from the staff of the computing facility at 
the OSU Climatic Research Institute (CRI) and excellent secretarial and 
clerical support through CRI and the Department of Atmospheric Sciences. 
In addition to the research activities at CRI. the results of our ~"ork 
have been presented at several scientific meetings including the Symposium 
on Empirical and ~Iodel-Assisted Diagnosis of Climate and Climate Change. 
l079, Tbilisi, U.S.S.R., the Third Conference on Ocean-Atmosphere Inter-
ac.tion, 1980, Los Angeles, CA. and the Workshop on the Application of Existing 
Siltellite Data to the Study of Ocean Surface Energetics. 1980, Madison, WI. 
At the ~Iadison workshop, the Principal Investigator co-chaired the Working 
Group on \~ind Stress and Heat Fluxes. 
3. Continuing Research 
.. 
The heat balance computations obtained under this grant are being ana-
ly:ed and extended as part of the Climatic Research Institute's ongoing study 
of the dynamics of seasonal climate change. By combining the values of evap-
oration implicit in the latent flux estimates irom the heat balance atlas 
shown in Appendix B with the precipitation data of Jaeger (1976), we have 
obtained climatological estimates of evaporation minus precipitation over 

















the global oceans for the twelve calendar months. These estimates have been 
very useful in the analysis of water vapor transport in the 03U Atmospheric 
General Circulation Model. We are also proposing to ext~nd the surface heat 
balance computation to land and ice covered areas of the earth under a con-
tinuing grant from the National Science Foundation since budgetary constraints 
within NASA have forced the termination of this grant. 
4. Publications of Grant NSG 5308 
S. K. Esbensen and R. W. Reynolds, 1981: Estimating monthly averaged air-
sea transfers of heat and momentum using the bulk aerodynamic method. 
J. Phys. Oaeanog~., 11, 457-465. (See Appendix A.) 
S. K. Esbensen and Y. Kushnir, 1981: The heat budget of the global ocean: 
an atlas based on estimates from surface marine observations. Report No. 
29 Climatic Research Institute, Oregon State University, Corvallis, 
Oregon, 27 pp. and 188 charts (in press). (See Appendix B.) 
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APPENDIX A 
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Estimating Monthly A veraled Air-Sea Transfers of Heat and Momen~um 
Using the Bulk Aerodynamic Method 
STEVEN K. ESBENSEN AND RICHARD W. REYNOLDS' 
Cli"",,ic R,s'Gfd I,Wi,uu. On,o" SIG" U"i",nity. COI'WJlJU, OR 97331 
(Manuscript RCCived 15 AUplit 1980. in ftnal (orm 26 JanlW)' 1981) 
ABSTRACT 
Air· ... transfen of sensible heat, lateDt heal and momentum are computed from 25 yean of micIctJe. 
latitude and subtropical ocean weather thip c!aia in tbe Nonh AtlaDtic and Nonh Paciftc usiD& the buIt 
a.erodynamic method. The Rsulcs show that monthly IverapeS wiDd speeods, temperatura aDd bumidi-
ties can be uHCI to estimate tbe monthly Iverap:d Mnsible and laIut heat fluxes from the bulk aer0-
dynamic equalioas to within I relative error of -109i'. The e.tima<es of moathly averapd wind streSS 
under tbe usumplion of neutral stability are shown to be within ... 5% of the mOfithly avcrapd DOD-
neutral values. 
1. Introduction 
Estimates of the transfers of sensible heat, latent 
beat and momentum between the atmosphere and 
the oceans may provide important insight into the 
dynamics of interannual and dec:adaJ climate ftuc-
tuations. Sensible and latent fluxe~ combine with 
radiative ftuxes to determine the major part of the 
nel air-sea exchange. Momentum transfers play an 
important role in tirivina tbe ocean g~neral circula-
tion and particularly in determinina the vertical 
strUcture of the upper ocean. 
The first systematic evaluation of the sensible and 
latent heat transfers over the world ocean was per-
formed by Budyko (1963). He computed lona-term 
monthly mean values ofthe near-surface wind speed 
and of the air-sea temperature and humidity differ-
ences, and evaluated the fluxes by the weU-known 
bulk aerodynamic formulas with constant transfer 
coefficients (see Section 2). 
Budyko's method depends on the validity of the 
following two conditions: 
1) The covariance of the wind speed with either 
the air-sea temperature difference or the air-sea 
humidity difference must be less than tbe product of 
their respective mean values (except for cases in 
which the ftuxes are small). This condition was found 
to be satisfied in several important climatic regions 
of the world oceans for limited time periods by 
Malkus (1962). Budyleo and Gandin (1966), Kraus 
and Morrison (1966) and Fissel et aJ. (1977). 
I Present atNiatioa: Climatic Analysis Center. NMC. NWS. 
NOAA. Wubinllon, DC. 20233. 
OO~· 367G'S 1 104CW57-09S06.25 
C 1911 American Mele4rolopcai Society 
2) The transfer coefficients for sensible heat and 
evaporation must not be stronaly dependent on 
either wind speed or air-sea temperature and humid-
ity difference~ for typical conditions over the 
oceans. Budyko (1974) concludes tbat the stability 
of the surface boundary la~er. as parameterized by 
the bulk Richardson number. is almost neutral ex-
cept in weak wind conditions. As we will sbow in 
subsequent sections, computations using recent 
developments in surface boundary-layer theory 
support Budyko's conchsion. 
The first systematic evaluation of air-scs. momen-
tum transfers on a global basis was presented by 
HeUerman (1967). His computations were based on 
the bulk aerodynamic formulas with a draa coeffi-
cient for neutral surface boundary-layer conditions 
and wind data consisting of monthly-averaged wind 
roses with both wind direction and speed ca~eiories. 
The use of only one mean wind speed in eacb direc· 
tion category of a monthly averaged wind rose leads 
t;) underestimates of tbe computed monthly averaged 
wind stress by 10-30% (see HeUerman. 1965). 
Recently there has been considerable interest in 
Updating the classical estimates of Budyko (1963) 
and'HeUerman (1967). An exceUent e:t4mple of this 
type of worle is Bunker's (1976) estimates of the sur· 
face heat balance over the Atlantic Ocean. The 
approach used by Bunker differs from the classical 
approach since he computed the turbulent ftuxes for 
each simultaneous measurement of surface meteoro-
logical variables. The computed ftuxes within a given 
month are then summed, and finally are divided by 
the total number of observations. While data proc· 
essing technology has made Bunker'S approacb 
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feasible. more than 30 million ship repons would 
b.lve to be processed at the pres~nt time to obtain 
alobal estimates of the turbulent heat and momen-
tum transpons. The classic:al method clearly has a 
number of practical advantaaes which will be dis-
cussed funher in 'Jur final section. 
The main pUJl)Ose of tbis paper is to provide a 
basis for determinina to what extent the classical 
method of estimstiDI turbulent fluxes of sensible 
and latent heat from monthly averaaed surface 
meteoroloaic:al variables can be used for studieli of 
interannual and dcc:adal climatic vwbility. A 
unique feature of our srudy is the systematic ex-
plon.tion of the effects of boundary-layer stability 
and of the physics of the air-sea interface on the 
estimates of the sensible and latent heat Ruxes usinC 
recent developments in boundary-layer theory. We 
also will discuss the imponance of stability effects 
for the estimates of air-sea momentum transf~rs. 
Computations will be based on data taken from 
OCC81l weather ships in ,he Nonh Pacific and Nonh 
Atlantic Oceans since these data are the best avail-
able 10na-term records "f surface marine meteoro-
locical variables, In the final section. we will discuss 
the implications of cur results for studies of climatic 
variability. 
2. The bulk aerodynamic calculations 
tional, physica11y motivated way to minimize tht 
de9Cndencc of CHand C c on f'lIlpiricism. In .,ar-
ticular, similarity theory alIo" ~ ":':: inclusion of the 
effects of the stability of the a,mospheric surface 
boundary layer. the measure of stability beinlthe 
Monin-Obukhov lenath L which is defined as 
L (Tip)'" 
- - ,t" -'w'T,,' • (3) 
where T ;s the mapitude of the surface wind stress 
(~ee Seetin" 7), Tr ;t the vinual temperature, and 
g is 'be Jravitational acceleration. Here the overbar 
indicates the Reynolds averaaina of the product 
~"Tr', where w is the verLuJ air velocity. Similarity 
theory also aUows the effec.Ls of the rouahness of the 
s..a surface to be parameterized by a !Ouabness 
lenath :,. 
We have chosen to evaluate the tr:msfe,r coeffi-
cier.ts usina the methoJ proposed by Liu~' a/. (1979) 
with the exception that wt. have neJlected the dif-
ference between the "observed" sea surface tem-
perature and the skin temperature of the water at 
the air-sea interface. The effects of boundvy layer 
stability are included usin& the Businler-Dyer model 
(see Businler ~t al., 1971. Dyer aild Hicks, 1970). 
."Iso. the Liu ~t a/. model determines the roulhness 
lenath :0 and the corresponding lengths for the pro-
files of temperature and specific humidity. !r and 
='1; the lenllhs are not assumed to be equal. There 
is no free convection Hmit for unstable conditions 
The wcU-known bulk aerodynamic formulas for 
the sensible heat flux H and the latent heat flux L£ 
at the air-sea interface are as considered by Deardorff (1971); however. calm 
(1) conditions with larae unstable air-sea temperature H - PC~CH Va(T, - Ta ), 
LE -= pLCc V.(q. - q,,), and humidity ditrerences are rare over the oceans. (2) The dependence of CHon wind speed and air-sea 
where the variables V., T. and C!. are the wind speed. temperature differences computed by the Liu tt a/, 
temperature, and specific humidity of the air at a liven method are shown in Fi&, t for a relative humidity 
heilht (:G) which is within the surface boundary of 7~. For any given wind speed and temperature 
layer. The variablc$ T, and q, are the sca surface difference. CII and Cc differ oy lcss than 10% (see 
temperature and the saturation specific humidity of Liu II al.). However. ilt wind speeds < 10 m 5-' 
air with temperature T, and sea-Ievei pressurep,.: In both CH and Cc are stronlly dependent on both wind 
thi~ study we have used = .... 10 m and appro xi- speed and air-se .. temperature differences. At wiJ'd 
mated the potential temperature difference (8. - 8.) S9C~ds > 10 m 5-', the stability of the boundary 
by (T, - T.). The variable p is the averqe air density layer has very little effect on the transfer coeffi· 
in the layer from the surface to : •• c" is the specific cients and the dependence on wind speed is weak. 
heat o( air at constant pressurc, and L is the latent The transfer coefficients proposed by Liu It a/, 
heat of evaporation of water. The quantities CHand (1979) aaree w~U with those of Kondo (1975). and 
Ct. are the ~al1ed transfer coefficients for sensible Jive a reasonable fit to the currently available data 
heat and evaporation. respectively, from the surface boundary layers of the ocean and 
To estimate the fluxes from Eqs, (1) and m, the atmospbcre. As we will show in Sections 4 and 5. 
transfer coefficients mOlst be determined. Althouah the conclusions of this study do not depend crucially 
these coefficients may be determined in a com- on the choice of transfer coefficients. AlthouJh this 
pletely empirical manner u~ing rearession analysis. may seem paradoxical to the reader iiven the im-
boundary-layer similarity theory provides a ra- ponance of the transfer coeffiCients in obuinini 
'The "ariabIn V •• T •• T •• il, and". arc all aslUmed to be I~ct· 
&les O"ct a llme·o,calc at ius, 15 lon, as the hCrume or bound· 
ary.iaycr COft"eC:II\'c element5-
reliable estimates of the fluxes. thi$ study is con-
cerned with the mtlhodology of estimatinl monthly 
3 veraled and lona-term climatological ftu)(es from 
the bulk aerodynamic equations. We believe our 
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and N is ,be number or simultaneous measuremenu 
or T •• q •• T. and V •. It should be noted that p, c~ 
and L are not included in tbe averqin. operation 
since these variations eitber play a nealilible role 
in the IUrface ftux estimates or can be incOl"pOnted 
usinllinear combinations of Ii and a (e.I •• Brook. 
1m). 
The classical method (~ Budyko. 1963) uses the 
expressions 
Ii - PC~tIlV.(t, - t.). (7) 
i2 - pLt~ V.(q, - q.). (8) 
°l~----~--~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
2 , 10 20 '0 where C" and C £ are obtaiDed by lubstitutinc the 
vlO (rnll' sample means ofT., T .. q •• q, and V. into tbcaJaorithm 
FIG. I. 1M transfer cocftlcient (or sensible heat from Liu" 0/. 
(1979' a. a fUDction or wind .peed at 10 m above the ... IUrfKc 
for lIano\Il air· ... temperature dift'erenc:e, (AT - T. - T.), 
The neutral surface bounclary layer cu~e is ::Iso indicated. All 
~ ulume a boundary-layer relatille h .. .nidity 4)r 7~. 
conclusions ~oncerninl the method for obtainin. 
ftux estimates are valid for any physically reason-
able choice of transfer coefficients. 
for CN "nd Ce. 
If measurements of surface meteorolOlicai vari-
ables are always sim~ltaneous and deDse in space 
and time. and if the reSOL'rces for data process in. 
are adequate, the samplin. method provide~ the best 
estimate of the monthly averaaed ftux. However, 
for non-simultaneous and sparse data sets, the du-
sica) methocl may have both practical and theoreti-
cal advanta.C$ as discussed in Section 8. 
J. Two atimadon methods for monthly aver~ .. ,;1 4. Data 
beat ftuxes To quantitatively test the dift'erences between 
In this section we distinauish between the sam-
pling mtthod and the classical ,"~Ihod for computina 
monthly 3 veraaed transfers of sensible and latent 
heat at the sea surface from the bulk aerodynamic 
equations. In the samplin, method, fauxes are 
estimated from the sample means of H and L£ in 
Eqs. (1) and (:) for a Jiven calendar month and 
,copphic area. These sample means are defined as 
the two methods. we have analyzed three-hourly 
marine meteorololicaJ observations from nine ocean 
weather ships. The study was limited to the :5-year 
period from 1948 to 1972 and the ships were selected 
to live aoad leoaraphica) coveraae. Table 1 shows 
the ship positions and ~riods for wlUch observa-
tions were a~ailable. The position of each ship also 
is shown in Fi •. 2 with the ocean surface current 
relions from Sverdrup ~t al. (1942). As can be seen. 
if - PC~CNV.(r. - T.). 
LE - pLCeY,,(q, - q,,), 
(4) the ships have 5Impled both eastern and western 
(~) middle·latitude oceanic reaions includin. tht strona 
western boundary currents oi the Kuroshio and 
Gulf Stream. Six of the ships have nearly continu-
ous records for the entire ~year period. 
where the averaaina operation defined by the over-
bar is 
td' 
w.m. Ifti, L.DCDI_. 
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TAIL' \. Ocean weather ship a&ation daIa st\:died. 
S&aUon LablUde LoGlituck Ptriod IUlClied 
A aN 3rw 1~71 
B j6~-N 'lOW 1941-7l 
D ~ "lOW 19~7l 
H 36eN 7f1'W t950-Soi 
J 'l~-N lf1'W 1951-71 
~ 3O"N 1..o"W 1941-7: 
P 'O'N 14,-w 1~7l 
V 34-N l~E 195f»-71 
X 39"N 1']-£ 1941-53 
We proccs5Cd the dau to eliminate any observa-
tioDS that were obviously in error or in which the 
weather ship W&$ not within 1- of the position Jiven 
in Table 1. We also eliminated data when simul-
taneOus observations of wind speed, wind direction, 
sea level pressure, and air. sea and dew-pomt tem-
perature were not available. 
5. lAne-term dimatoloalcal estimates 
In this section we see how closely the classical 
method approx.imates the sample mean of ftux esti-
mates from temporally dense observations taken 
"'ithin a aiven calendar month for a period of 10 to 
:0 years. The .,rincipal resuit is shown in FiE· 3 for 
January and July. The classical method aarees with 
:be method of sample means to within a few percent 
in both summer and winter and if! all climatolo&ical 
reJimes of the subtropical and middle-Iatitade ocuns 
which we have investiaated. The only excepti:)D~ 
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FIG. 3b. As in fi,. 3. except for July. 
i50 
to this ~onclusion oc~ur when the ftuxes are small. 
However, when the ftuxes are small, percentale 
comparison~ are meaninlless and Fia. 3 shows the 
aareement to be within a few Watts per square meter. 
From result5 not silown here. we reached the saane 
conclusions usina only nilhttime obseivations. 
Thu~, diurnal effects. whether they arc real or instru-
mental do flat lead !.o siJtlificant differt;nces between 
the classical method estimates and the samplini 
method estimates. 
The authors believe the above conclusions are not 
likely to be chanaed by any physically reasonable 
choice of transfer coefficients. To demons~rate this 
point, the ftuxes shown in Fia. 3 were recomputed 
with the assumption that sensible heat. watrr vap(lr 
and momentum are exchanaed between the ocean 
and the atmosphere in the sam: manner. [Thus. in 
the Liu ~t ai. (1979) aliorithm. =T - =, - :..1 As 
shown in Fil. 4, the transfer coefficient for sensible 
heat usinl this unrealistic assumption has an extreme 
dependence on wind !;peed. The curves for C c are 
similar. The he::t ftux.es for January with this as-
sumption are shown in Fi&. ). Apin. the discrepan-
cies between the classical method and the sample 
mean are only a few percent for the latent heat 
ftuxes and about 10% or less for the sensible heat 
ft~xes. This result implies that the difference be-
tween Budyko's (1963) ftux estimates and Bunker's 
(1976) estimates for the Atlantic Ocean are d"e 
primarily to data availability. data reliability, and 
the use of different tranlofer coefficients. The differ-
ences are not due te the fact that Budyko chose 
the classical method and Bunker chose the samplinc 
method. 
A formal explanation for the agreement between 
Q2 '~;~~'~;i~,~ · ~=~~~==cl·1 *eiej'Pi 
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Tron,"r Coefficient tor Sensible Heat (&.o'T o ", 
, , ',! I 1 
2 $ 10 20 $0 
VIO (m/s) 
FIG. 4. Transfer coefficients from Uu tt a/. (1979) Cor which 
:. • :, .. =. (see also Fi,. ll. 
the two methods of estimating the fluxes is obtained 
from an inspection of Table 2. First. as discussed 
in previous studies with constant transfer coeffi-
cients. the contribution of the Va'.l T' and Va' lq' 
terms to the total flux is more than order of magni-
tude less tnan the contribution of the Val T Uld 
V".lq terms except when the total fluxes are small. 
Second. the dependence of the transfer coefficients 
on the wind speed and air-sea temperature and 
humidity differences is small enough so that the re-
maining Reynolds-averaged terms involving CH' and 
C c' also are more than an order of magnitude less 
than the total fluxes. (Although not shown here. 
results from computations of the fluxes with :0 
= :r = :" lead to similar conclusions.) 








.!: a I~O 
100 I-H 
o-LE 
100 1$0 200 2$0 300 3$0 
H. CE (Zo"IT a ,,) 
FIG. 5. ClimatolC)lial sensiblcand lalent heat ftuxes as in Fia. 3. 
but computed with transfer coefficients (or walch:. • =, • z •. 
Finally. we consider the importance of including 
boundary-layer stability effects on long-term 
climatological estimates of the sensible and latent 
heat fluxes. The heat fluxes with the neutral trans-
fer coefficients from Fig. 2 were reccmputed using 
the sampling method, and Fig. 6 shows a compari-
son of these results with the stability-corrected 
sampling method results. The figure shows differ-
ences of -109C. This result supports Budyko's 
(1974) conclusion which was reached using a bulk 
Richardson number as the stability parameter for 
the ooundary layer. 
TABLE 2. Terms in the Reynolds-avenllCd bulk aerodynamic equations for boundary-layer temperature and moisture ftuxes 
at representative ship locations. The transfer coefficients of Lu tt 01. have been used. 
Temperature flux (10-' m s-' K) 
CHV.lI c"Vo:.:r ... CHV" .IT' + V.CH·lI· + .lTCH·"o' + cH'v .. lf· 
Ship 0 
Jan 66.12 62.86 2.50 5.28 -3.35 -1.17 
lui 2.45 1.88 -1.03 2." 0.01 -0.&5 
Ship N 
Jan 12.00 10.81 -0.56 2 . .0 -0.28 -0.37 
Jul 8.37 6 . .50 OA5 1 • .52 0.05 -0.16 
Moisture ftux (10~ m s-' , ,-') 
C6V.~ 
-
C6~ + C,V .. ~' + V.C,·~· + ~C,:,VA' + C6'V .. ~' 
Ship 0 
lan 68.0 70.7 -0.1 \.9 -3.7 -0.8 
Jul 16.4 16.~ -1.9 2.6 -0.0 -0.8 
Ship N 
Jan 37.11 )\1.1 -\.4 1.: -1.\ -O.~ 
lui 35.3 35.2 -0.0 O.~ -0.1 -0.0 
1 Q4.' 4 
IF,. '~''''f----------------!11111111--------- 4 4'''$' i" 
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FIG. (). Climatolosical scnsible an~ latent heat fluxes as in 
Fi&. 3a except that values a1on& the ordinate are computed by the 
samplin& method with neuU'altralls{er coefficients. 
6. Monthly averaged estimates 
The results from the previous section suggest that 
the classical method also might be successful in 
monitoring the interannual variability ofthe sensible 
and latent heat fluxes. To examine this I)()ssibilitv we c~culated the heat t\uxes for each January and 'July 
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FIG. 7 •. Monthly averaaed ~ensible and latent heat fluxes 
computed by the ~plinl and c:Iassical methods for each Janu· 
ary at Ship O . 
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FIG. 7b. As in Fig. 7a er.cept for Ship N. 
at all the ocean weather ships using both the classi-
cal method and the sampling method. Since the re-
sults of the comparison are almost independent of 
the choice of month or ship. we have chos~n to 
present only the January results at ships 0 and N 
representing significantly different h~at flUT. regimes. 
Fig. 7a shows the comparison for Ship D. Although 
the average heat fluxes are large (see Fig. 3). t"e 
interannual variability of the monthly averaged 
fluxes is also large. Despite the observed variability. 
the classical method still gives estimates of the heat 
fluxes which are within 10% of the values obtained 
by the sampling method. These results are consistent 
with the conclusions of Fissel er al. (1977) for 
Ship P; they pertormed cross-spectral analysis on a 
series of 2.year segments of data at Ship P with con-
stant transfer coefficients and found that disturb-
ances with perioos of less than a month contributed 
only 10% of the biennially averaged sensible heat 
flux and only 5% of the biennially aVCT..\ged latent 
heat flux. 
The resul:s in Fig. 7b for Ship N show that the 
int~rannual va.z;ability of the heat fluxes in subtropi-
cal regions also is well resolved by the classical 
method, The classical estimate of the ~atent heat 
flux is systematically higher thaD the sampling esti-
mat~. but still within \()l;'O . 
The comparison:; in this section were based on the 
transfer coefficients shown in Fig. 1. However. we 
also computed the lTIonthly averaged fluxes with the 
unrealistic transfer coefficients shown in Fig. 4. 
Since these coe11icients have a suonger dependence 
on wind speed. the sampling and classical methods 
are not in such close agreement. However, the average 
) , 
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diJaareement for the 25-year period was still < 10%, 
and never exceeded 20% in any individual month. 
Finally, we wish to Point out that the transfer coef-
ficients themselves are subject to unc:enainties of 
-20-30% (e.I., Pond el 01., 1974). In view of this 
uncertainty, the classical method is a practical and 
reliable alternative to the method of sample means. 
The uncertainty underscores the need for ind~pcnd­
ent methods for obtaininl the heat fluxes such as the 
budael approach of 0011 and Vonder Haar (1976). 
,. CUmatological ~d monthly averaged wlnd~ 
estimates 
As discussed by HeUerman (1965) a wind rose 
with both direction and speed categories is neces-
sary to accurately determine the wind stress. A 
similar result was obtained by Fissel et 01. (1977). 
In this section we reexamine HeUerman' 5 conclu-
sion using the weather ship data and determine the 















The wind stress vector T can be determined from 
the bulk aerodynamic expressions 
FIG. 9. As in Fi,. 8 except lhll the ordinate indicales the wind 
stress computed from the samplin, method with neutral cocf· 
(9) ficicnts. "z = pCo VaUz} 
"1/ = pCoV"u" • 
Here Tr and "1/ are the east-west components and 
north-south components of'T, respectively: U z and 
UI/ are the components of the wind: and C/J is the 
drag coefficient for momentum. The Liu ei al. (1979) 
algorithm was used to compute Cu. The behavior 















FIG, 8, Climalolotical wind siresses c:ompuled (rom Ihe 
samplina melhod (ab~ :inal and a "dlreclion-only" wind ro5e 
ll'rdmal'"l. See also hi. 3a. 
of Co is similar to the behavior of CHand C £: at wind 
speeds below 10 m S-I but increases significantly at 
wind speeds larger than 10 nl S-I. As described in 
Liu et al. (1979) momentum can be transferred by 
pressure forces acting on the air as it flows over the 
waves as well as by frictional stresses at the surface. 
The transfer by pressure forces tends to be strongly 
dependent on wind speed. However. molecular dif-
fusion is the only mechanism available for the 
sensible and latent heat fluxes at the air-sea inter-
face. Thus, the dependence of CHand C £: on wind 
speed tends to be less than the wind-speed depend-
ence of Co for moderate to strong winds . 
Using the Liu et al. algorithm with the stability 
correction. we computed the climatological T r and 
T" at each weather hip using the sampling method 
with a wind rose witn an average wind speed for each 
of the 16 direction categories. Fig. 8 shows that the 
"direction·only" wind rose consistently underesti-
mates the wind stress when I"zl or I"I/i is > 0.5dyn 
cm-:. This relative error can be as large as 25% (see 
Tz for Ship B). Thus. Hellerman's wind rose con-
clusions for neutral coefficient wind stress also apply 
for stability COrTt'r.ted coefficients. Therefore. the 
wind stre~s should be computed either by the sam· 
piing meth~ or by a wind rose with several speed 
categories for each direction. 
To clarify the impor!ance of stability we recom· 
puted the wind stress with the sampling method for 
a neutral C/J' The results are shown for the clima· 
tological "z and 1'1/ in Fig. 9. The importance of 
-- 4 
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FIG. 10. Monthly averaged Tr ~omputed by the sampling 
method for stabili[v corrected and neutral momentum transfer 
coefficients for each January at Ship D. 
stability is small and affects the results by < lOo/c 
except for small values of T rand T ". If we reexamine 
Fig. 6, we see that the effect of stability generally 
produces a smaller relative error for wind stress 
than for sensible and latent heat fiuxes. 
The effect of stability on Tr and T" also was exam-
ined on an interannual basis for each ship for January 
and July, and was found to be small in each case. 
This comparison is shown in Fig. 10 for the January 
7"r at Ship D. It is apparent that for many applic:lticns 
the atmospheric surface boundary layer may be con-
sidered to be neutral when computing wind stresses 
on time scales of one month or longer over the 
open ocean. 
The small errors caused by the use of neutral 
coefficients can be further reduced by substituting 
monthly mean values of (T. - Ta) arid (q, - qa) 
into the traosfer coefficient algo:ithms in place of the 
air-sea tempc'Ature and humidity differences at each 
observation time. Errors of less than a few percent 
are typical of the results found at every ship position. 
8. Summary and discussion 
We have shown that monthly averaged values of 
middle·latitl1de and subtropical surface marine 
meteoroiogical data can be u!ed in bulk aerodynflmic 
formulas to obtain the monthly averaged surface 
fluxes of sensible and latent heat. These results con-
firm and extend tbe work of Budyko (1963) and his 
co-workers by including recent developments in 
boundary-layer similarity theory to give a more 
realistic representation of the physical processes 
which are important to air-sea transfers of sensible 
and latent heat. 
Our results also confirm that neutral transfer 
coefficients give reliable wind stress estimates over 
the ocean. If greater reliability is desired, this is 
easily achieved throuJh the use of monthly aver-
aged air-sea temperature and humidity differences 
for the determination of the drag coefficient; 
Similar results for heat fiux and wind stress esti-
mates should be obtained in tropical regions. Al-
though this study does not include tropical marine 
data, our conclusions are valid for the small Bowen 
ratios (HILE) and the moderate to low wind speeds 
which characterize large portions of the tropical 
oceans (see. e.g., Fig. 3b). 
We believe that the classical method for using 
wind roses al\d monthly averaged state variables 
to estimate heat fluxes and wind stresses has adva.'l· 
tages over computing weighted sample means, and 
that these may prove valuable in describing and 
monitoring interannual and decadal climate fluc-
tuations: 
1) Data processing requirements: The computa-
tional effort required to process monthly-averaged 
data from ship-of-opportunity and ocean weather 
ships is much less than the effort needed to process 
all the individual surface reports. Therefore, the 
revision of heat flux estimates with an improved 
transfer coefficient or u!Xiated mean field is a rela-
tively simple task with the classical method. 
:!) Utilization :>f heterogeneous data: The cla.isi-
cal method may provide a simple way of combin-
ing non· simultaneous data from a variety of observ-
ing platforr,ls. For example. satellite data does not 
yet provide accurate estimates of the air-sea tem-
perature and humidity differences. but may soon 
give useful information on the surface wind speed 
over the oceans. To compute monthly averaged heat 
fluxes using the sampling method, it would be neces-
sary to interpolate thc!oc da!:a sets in space and time 
while at the same time combining the satrllite data 
with conventional data sets. On the other hand, the 
use of the classical method relaxes the restriction 
that the observations of wind-speed, temperature 
and humidity fields be simultaneous and thus pro-
vides a straightforward way to incorporate the 
satellite observations into the heat flux estimates. 
Some additional lines of investigation are sug· 
gested by the results of this study. First, the excel-
lent agreement between the classical method and 
the sampling method for monthly averages raises 
the question of what is the shortest time interval 
for y'hich the conclusions hold. The study of Fissel 
tt ai. (1911) begins to give an answer for a limited 
region over the North Pacific but this type of work 
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repons. Second, it is possible that the classical 
method may provide a more reliable estimate of the 
heat flux when the Dumber of observations is small. 
Since both the covariance and the correlations of 
V. ~ith either (1, - 1.) or (q, - q.J are known to 
be relatively small, the nonlinearities in the ftux esti-
mates usina the samplina method may lead to more 
statistil .. a1 uncenain~y in estimatina the long-term 
average heat ftuxes than the classical estimators. 
Finally, the effects of area averaging on the con-
clusions should be explored, particularly in regions 
of large gradients of surface parameters. 
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The Heat Balance of the Global Ocean: 
An Atlas Based on Estimates From 
Surface ~!arine Observations 
S. K. Esbensen and Y. Kushnir 
........ -_ .. ..... ",.., :'1" ..... cf ' ~ 
ABSTRACT 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Of POOR QUALITY 
An atlas of the surface heat budget of the global ice-free ocean is 
presented. The atlas includes maps of the monthly mean distributions of 
the calculated heat budqet components and of the basic variables used in 
the calculation. All the fields have a uniform spatial resolution and are 
presented on a regular 4Q xS Q grid. 
To calculate the heat budget components, bulk formulas parameterizing 
the heat flux mechanisms were applied to monthly mean values of basic sur-
face variables. The radiative fluxes were calculated using the bulk for-
mulas doc~mcnted by Budyko (1974), while the turbulent fluxes were 
calculated by the bulk aerodynamic method suggested by Liu et ala (1979). 
Data sources for the basic variables were a global climatology of surface 
marine meteorological observations prepared by the National Climatic 
Center and the Berliand and Strokina (1980) cloudiness atlas. 
The results should be useful in ocean modeling and in a variety of 
diagnostic studies of the surface climate; all data presented are available 
in a computer compatible format. 
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The annual cycle of the earth's climate clearly shows the important 
role of the oceans. 3y storing heat in the summer season and releasing it 
in the winter, and by transporting heat from areas of heat gain in the tro-
pics to areas of heat loss at higher latitudes, the oceans moderate the 
climatic state of the atmosphere. 
The energy sources for the ocean surface transport and storage are 
primarily the diabatic sources and sinks of heat at the ocean surface. 
These are the incoming solar radiation, the net loss by longwave radiation 
and sensible and latent heat fluxes. Budyko was first to conduct a study 
of the spatial and temporal structure of the oceanic heat balance on a glo-
bal scale. Rased upon bulk formulas obtained for this particular study, 
Budyko (1963) and his co-workers calculated the diabatic heating terms from 
available observations of basic surface variables such as temoerature, 
wind, humidity and sea level pressure. 
Since then many reg;~nal studies have been carried out by investiga-
tors using similar methods. Bunker and hi~ co-workers (Bunker, 1976; 
Bunker and Worthington, 1976; and Bunker and Goldsmith, 1979) carefully 
constructed 3 relatively high resolution study of the heat balance of the 
North and South Atlantic Oceans. Their study supported the gross features 
revealed by Budyko's study ~nd offered better estimates on the fine struc-
ture of the heat exchange patterns especially over the Gulf Stream and the 
North Atlantic. Bunker and his colleaSJes were also able to present local 
time series of the heat budget components. 
Hastenrath and Lamb (1977. 1978 and 1979) have used long term lOxlo 
latitude-longitude averages of surface marine observations to establish a 
monthly hig~resolution climatology of the heat budget over part of the 
tropical ocean. Hastenrath combined these studies with others to.present 
the global aspects of the heat budget of the tropical ocean and atmosphere 
(Hastenrath, 1980). 
Recently, Weare et ale (1981) studied the heat budget climatology over 
the tropical Pacific Ocean. They also addressed the problem of sampling 
errors inherent in using space and time averages of surface variables with 
the bulk formulas (~eare and Strub, 1981). 
j 
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-B2- ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Following d comoletely different approach Oort and Vonder Haar (1976) 
addressed the question of the role of the oceans in the global heat 
budget and calculated meridional profiles of oceanic storage and northward 
heat transport over the northern hemisohere. 
While a combination of these studies provides a representation of 
oceanic heat budget, the results are not readily avai1able for use in model 
studies of the general oceanic and atmospheric circulations. The only 
data source particularly deSigned for this purpose is that by Schutz and 
Gates (1971, 1972, 1973 and 1974) compiled from Budyko's (1963) study con-
taining the months of January, April, July and October. The major goal of 
this study to obtain a similar presentation for all twelve calendar months 
for use by the modeling community. To achieve this purpose a readily 
available global climatology of surface marine observations with a resolu-
tion of approximately SxS degrees was chosen and objectively checked and 
corrected. Bulk formulas were selected from the literature and a monthly 
climatology of the heat budget components was calculated over the entire 
ice free global ocean. These data and the climatology of basic surface 
variables are presented on d regular grid. 
2. Climatology of Basic Variables 
Budyko and his co-workers (Budyko, 1963) first utilized the so-called 
"classical method" for a comprehensive study of the global surface heat 
balance. Using monthly ~veraged atmospheric and oceanic data and bulk for-
mulas they constructed the fields representin9 the spatial and temooral 
structure of the. various components of t~e balance. Their approach has 
been well documented by Budyko (1974). 
In this analysis we also use the classical method which allows the use 
of available surface climatological data. Two data sourc~s were chosen: a 
global ocean climatology of marine observations prepared by thp. National 
Climatic Center (NCe), Asheville, North Carolina and an atlas of global 
cloudiness prepared by 8erliand and Strokina (1980). In this section the 
data processing methods used in this study will be presented, followed by 
a brief discussion of the features revealed by the resulting fields. 
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2.1 Data Pl'Gc.:t!iJd·iY'.~J p'OueJU?IC3 OF POOR QUALITY 
2.1.1 The NCC climatology of marine surface ocservations 
The main source of data for this study was prepared by NCe based upon 
various sources of marine surface observations contained in the TDF-ll, 
Surface Marine Observation, data collection1• These data have long served 
as a basis for the preparation of numerous marine surface atlases. They 
were also used in the regional ocean-surface he~t budget studies referred 
to in the introduction. 
The specific climatology used here was prepared recently by NCC. The 
TDF-l1 data were arranged into 1x1 degree Marsd1n sub-squares and time 
averaged to obtain monthly mean values of the observed variables. These 
were then averaged into 5x5 degree sub-squares which were suitable for the 
purposes of this study. Table 1 describ~s the basic variables included in 
the 5xS degree NCC climatology. 
The NCC 5xS degree averages present climatoloqical values which are 
assigned to the mean latitude and longitude of all observations within that 
square. This presentation may be thought of as an irregular grid whi-h 
changes from month-to-month. The transfor~ation of the original climato-
logy onto a regular grid was the first stage in this study. The grid cho-
sen was that of the OSU Oceanic and Atmospheric General Circulation Models 
(hereafter referred .to as the OSU OGCM and AGC~). This is a rectangu~ar 
latitude-longitude mesh with grid points located every 4 degrees in lati-
tude and every 5 degrees in 10ngitude2• Before starting the grid transfor-
mation procedure, land, inland sea basins and the monthly sea-ice covered 
ocean points were marked so they could be masked out during the 
transformation3• 
IThe sources of data used in this collection, its contents and methods of 
quality control used during its assembly, are rlescribed in the Tape Deck 
TOF-ll Man~al published by the National Climat)c Center, Asheville, North 
Caro 1 ina, 1968. 
2The latitude count starts at the south pole going northward and the 
longitude count at 180 longitude going eastward. Thus, there are 72 
points on each of the 46 latitude circles, a total of 3312 grid points. 
3We based the land-ocean classifiCdtion upon that of the OSU AGCM 
(Schlesinger and Gates, 1979). Sea ice boundary for each month was based 
upon data from Alexander and Manlev (1976). 
• J 
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Table 1. Contents of NCC SOxSo Climatoloqy 
Location Information: (1) Marsden square number 
(2) SOxSo sub-square number 
(3) Mean latitude and lonqitude of 
observations 
Period: Month of the year 
Variable statistics: (1) Superstructure icing potential 
(2) Wind rose statistics - Monthly 
force and percent frequency of wind 
from eight points of compass and 
percent frequency of calms 
(3) Scalar ~ariable statistics - monthly 
means, standard deviations and 











sea level pressure 
air temperature 
wet bulb tempp~ature 
dew point terr~~ ature 
sea surface teltlperature 
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The !]rid tr,lnsformation was aChieved by usinq a Gaussian space 
averaging technique similar to what is known as the Barnes (1964) objective 
analysis scheme. The new grid point value is a weighted average of all Nee 
~grid~ values falling within a r~dius of ,1100 km around it. The weights 
depend only on the distances between the new grid point and the mean loca-
tion in each 5x5 degree Mar~den sub-square entering the calculation. The 
Gaussian averaging technique is nearly mean conserving and acts like a spa-
tial filter. It was designed to uniformly suppress features with wa~eft 
len~ths shorter than ~1600 km. 
During the interpolation procedure, values based upon less than 25 
observations were immediately rejected, as were values located over the 
land and monthly sea-ice areas. A separate check was carried out on all 
valu~s based upon 25 to 100 observations. If these deviated by more than a 
fixel' amount from a value produced by a preliminary grid transformation, 
the) were marked For rejection and a final transformation was then per-
formed witho~t the~4. 
For each variable field a corresponding data density field was also 
constructed. This was achieved by treating thp number of observations of 
that variable as a field v3lu~ and transforming it to the 4x5 degree grid. 
Then, the base 10 logarithm of the interpolated value was calculated at 
every grid point. These data density fields are used as data reliability 
indicators. 
The procedure described above was applied to 12 monthly sets of the 
following basic variables: sea level pressure, surface wind speed, sea 
surface temperature, sea - air temoerature difference, air specific humi-
dity and sea - air humidity differenceS. Air temperature fields were con-
structed in a later stage from the mont~ly sea-surface temperature and sea 
- air temperature difference fields. 
4The maximum allowed differences between ~CC values and the new grid ~a1ues 
were 2.5 m sec-1 for wind speed. 5 mb for pressure, SaC for SST, lOC for 
sea-air tp.mperature difference, 3 9 kg-1 for the humidity difference. Nee 
values were checked against the grid values after linearly interpolating 
from the grid to the Nee mean location of observations. 
5Air specific humidity and sea-air humidity difference were calculated 
prior to interpolating from the ~CC dew point temoerature and sea surface 
temperature. Calculation was performed by usinq the Smithsonian (List, 
1953) formulas for saturation vapor pressure. 
j 
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txamination of the reslJlting filtered data fields revealed relatively 
small wavelen'gth features located in dreas of low data density. These 
probably resulted from sampling errors due to the original area and time 
averaging procedures. In an effort to ohtain a more reasonable represen-
tation of the field we have applied additional smoothing to the fields in 
tow data density areas. A special two dimensional Gaussian filter was 
designed which provided strongest smoothing in the zonal direction in lower 
data density areas. No smoothing was applied to areas where the data den-
sity indicators were larger then 2.7 (500 observations). This procedure 
improved the representation esoecially in the southern hemisphere high 
latitudes where most of the oroblems occurred. It did result though in 
very small amplitude 2~x features on the borderlines between areas where 
smooth i r.'~ Wi\S app 1; ed and those whp.re it was not app 1 i ed. It i s r~com­
mended that the reader bear in mind the da~a density patterns when viewing 
or using the data fields. 
2.1.2 Cloudiness data 
The NeC climatology includes no cloudiness information and thus we had 
tJ use some other source of updated global cloudiness data. After com-
paring two such sources. Miller and Feddes (1971) and Berliand and Strakina 
(1980). we decided to use the latter because it was free of some 10cal 
deficiencies that show up in Miller and Feddr~'s satellite study. Rerliand 
and Strokina's data are also a more suitable inpltt for the bulk radiation 
formulas which were designed far use with sur. ace observations. 
The Berliand and Strok~Od data are based on a variety of sources. from 
regular ground observation networks over land ~nd ocean to satellite obser-
vat~~ns. Thes~ were all in~egrated and presented on a g~obal rectangular 
5~'~ 'iegree grid for eac'" d the 12 months and are given both as figures and 
as tabulated values. The autho~s claim a better representation of the 
distributrion of cloudiness than achieved before. ;n particular over the 
nez. 
For the purpo$e of this study the Serliand and Strokioa data were 
transformed to a 4x5 degree grid using the basic Gaussian averaging tech-







2.1.3 Annual mean fields 
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After completing the qrid transformation and smoothing stages, an 
annual mean field was calculated for each of the variables. This was done 
by simply averaging 12 values at each of the annuJlly ice-free ocean qrid 
points. A data reliability indi:ator for the annual mean fields was 
constructed from its 'TIinimum monthly value at eiich grid point with t"e 
exception of the cloudiness fields which were not assigned data density 
indicators. 
2.2 Data "uaZie;,; 
'1 w 
Before discussing the main features in the resulting basic variable 
fields it is important to address the subject of the data quality. This is 
affected by errors of two categories: observation errors and sampling 
errors. 
The first category includes errors resulting from human factors and 
those resulting frem instrumental limitations. Human errors most common in 
marine observations are those due to inadequate training 3nd observational 
practice un behalf of the observers, and those introduced by the error 
Susceptible communic3tion links between the observer and the local climdtic 
centers. Instrumental errors are commonly due to poor location of the 
instrument shelter or the sensors, anJ from the cruder instruments used en 
board merchant ships. These problems have been widely discussed in th~ 
open literature (see for example, Roll, 1965). The second category is 
associat~~ with non-untform spatial <lild temporal distributions of the 
observations as well ~s from an insufficient number of observations in t1e 
statistical sense (resulting in very broad ~onfidence intervals). These 
errors and their effrcts on determination of a long term climatology of 
basic and derived variables were addressed anG examined by Weare and Strub 
(1981). As indicat~d by t~eir study. these ~esult in both random and bias 
er~crs. The bias errors are larger in areas of streng spatial gradients 
and where tne amplitudes of U,e diurnal and dnnull cycles are relatively 
~~rge. The magrlitudes of the biases also depend strongl:1 on t~e number of 
observations used in the calculation of the Climatological value. ~eare 
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and Strub estimate th1t as far as hasic variable climatalogy is concerned 
these errors are on the orrler of a few percent (and usually less than 10%). 
The automated data handling procedures used in this study result in 
a p1ausibie representation of the basic variable fields. Large scale 
oceanic and atmospheric features are generally well resolved over most of 
the global ocean area. 
As indicated in section 2.1.1, field values over data-sparse areas 
should be viewed wit~ some caution. In those areas some patterns show 'a 
considerable lack of time continuity. It should be noted, though, that only 
ocean areas south of about 50 S are seriously plagued by these features. 
We believe however, that these data are still adequate for heat budget stu-
dies on a global scale, in light of the uncertainties involved ~n esti-
mating the heat fluxes from the semi-empirica~ bulk formulas. 
Th~ cata fields were compared with other available climatologies6 most 
of which based their marine climatology on the same TDF-11 data, though 
utilizing different data handling procedures and spatial resolutions. We 
found generally good agreement between these climatologies and ours. As 
a result of these comparisons we found that our automated data handling 
procedures performed well near the ocean - land boundaries. 
2 • 3 D~~3e:lssion 0:" bas'ia vru>iao Ze fir:: Zds in the at ~a3 
The basic variable fields constructed for the purpose of this heat 
budget study are presented in secti on 1 of tIle fa llowi ng at 1 as. Since the 
global distribution of these variables deterr,lines the global distribution 
of the heat budget components, it is important to examine the ~esult;ng 
fields for their agreement with other climato1ogies and for int~rnal con-
sistancy. This examination gives an indication of the inherent limitations 
in the quality and resolution of the heat baiance components to be 
d;scus~ed later. 
6The climatolJgies used were: Schutz and Gat~s (1971, 1972, 1973 and 
1974), Alexander and Mobley (1974)~ Hastenrath and L3~b (1977), and the 
Bunker and Goldsmith (1979) data. Some cOf1Tl1on marif'le atlases were also 
used for comparisons in the various stages of the construction of the data 
handling routines. 
-~-
2.3.1 Surface wind speed (Charts 1.1 to 1.13) 
The monthly-averaged surf~ce wind speed fields generally agree with 
the monthly averaged sea level pressure (see Charts 1.92 to 1.104). Regions 
of weak winds are generally associated with the cente~s of the sub-tropical 
highs and regions of strong winds with the zones of steep pressure gra-
dients near the mean positions of the middle latitude quasi-stationary low 
pressure cells. The agreement deteriorates in the Southern Hemisphere 
south of 50 0 S. The wind fields also reveal t~e trade wind belts as zones 
of local maxima on both sides of the ITCZ trough. The annual cycle asso-
ciated with the Indian monsoon ov~r the Arabian ~ea is also shown. 
2.3.2 Sea surface temperature (Charts 1,14 to 1~ 
In these fields the patterns are usually more smooth and consistent 
probably due to a smaller val'iability and a larger number of observations. 
The warm and cold ocean currents are indicated by zones of sharp tem-
perature gradients and deep narrow troughs and ridges penetrating poleward 
along the continental boundaries. Strongest temperature gradients are 
associated with the Gulf and Kuroshio currents. These gr'adients show a 
r.:arked annual cycle associated with the reduced horizontal temperature 
contrast during the summer months. Another belt of sharp temperature gra-
dient is located over the Antarctic Ocean basin surrounding the Antarctic 
continent. It is more difficult to define seasonal variations in this 
region because of the lower data densities involved. Large amplitude 
equatorial features are seen in the eastern oceans. Here the annual cycle 
is also well represented by the shift of the equatorial maximum. The whole 
equatorial ridge especially the zone of warmest water over the Indian and 
Central West Pacific Oceans oscillates in pOSition throughout the .year. 
Finally. smaller selle features like th~ southward penetration of the 
Labrador current or the northward penetration of the Alaska current are 
also well defined. 
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2.3.3 Sea - air temperature rlifference (Ch~rts 1.27 to 1.39) 
The outstandinq patterns in these fields are those associated with the 
large contrast between the winter continental air masses and the warm ocean 
surfaces on the western sides of the northern hemisphere ocean basins. 
Here the instability of the atmospheric boundary layer is maximum in 
December and is accompanied by strong horizontal temperature difference 
gradients. These figures reveal the stabilizing effects of the cold water 
currents to the north of the Gulf and Kuroshio. This is especially strong 
during summer when a stable air mass is created over the Labrador and 
Kamchatka currents. In general, the atmospheric boundary layer over the 
summer hemisphere is more stable than that of the winter hemisphere. 
2.3.4 Air temperature (Charts 1.40 to 1.5~ 
These fields were constructed from the sea surface temperature and 
sea - air temperature difference fields and as such contain no additional 
information. 
2.3.5 Air specific humidity (Charts 1.53 to 1.65) 
The specific humidity of the air is strongly dependent on its tem-
perature. This is shown by the strong siMilarity between these fields and 
the air and sea surface temperature fields. The spatial qradient in the 
humidity fields though smaller than in the temperature fields, are still 
directed from polar to equatorial regions. The strong zonal structure of 
these fields is.slightly modified by trcughs and ridges in the north-south 
direction associated with the oceanic circulations. 
2.3.6 Sea surface - air soecific humidity differenc~ (Charts 1.&6 to 1.78) 
This variable is sometimes referred to as the evaporation potential. 
It is generally largest in the subtropical zones where subsiding dry air 
masses overlay relatively warm water surfaces. ihese zones usually extend 








during the northern hemispheric 'iunmer Inonths when the surface boundary 
layer is relatively stable and its vertical humidity gradient less steep. 
The ITCl minimum is enhanced over the cold upwelling regions of the eastern 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. These minima become especially sharp during 
the northern hemisphere summer months. Also noticeable are the strong 
horizontal gradients in the evaporation potential on the poleward bouA-
daries of the middle latitude warm ocean currents. Some local features of 
interest are the maximum over the western coast of Central America per-
sistent throughout the year which is associated with the local maximum in 
sea surface temperatures and the sea-sonal changes over the Arabian sea 
associated with the ~onsoon circulation. 
2.3.7 Cloudiness (Charts 1.79 to 1.91) 
These fields generally show maxima over the high latitudes and minima 
in the subtropics. The ITCZ is indicated by a local shallow ridge over the 
tropics, except for the tropical western Pacific where the cloudiness 
broadens to cover a large ocean area. lanes of marine fog ~nd stratocumu-
lus prevailing over the cold ~astern ocean basins are well depicted. These 
also show stronger seasonal dependence than most other features. Overall, 
the cloudiness fields have a smoother appearance tl~an ' : basic variables 
from the NCe climatology. 
2.3.8 Sea level oressure (Charts 1.92 to 1.104) 
ihe monthly averaged sea level pressure fields present the familiar 
patterns of the oceanic subtropical highs and the seasonal changes in their· 
strength and location. In the Northern Hemisphere the Aleutian and 
Icelandic lows and their seasonal changes are also well depicted. Also 
indicated are the seasonal changes in sea level pressure over the Arabian· 
Sea w~;ch are associated with the Indian Monsoon. In these coarse resolu-
tion fields the ITCZ appears as a broad and ~hallow pressure trough located 
over the tropics and migrating northward or southward with the seasons. 
Not so well repres~nted are the ~ressure patterns over the southern 
hemisphere high latitudes. ihis is indicated primarily by lack of time 
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continuity of some of the patterns. These patterns are associatd with low 
data density and are usually confined to south of 50 S. 
3. Ocean Heat Budget Climatology 
The local monthly-averaged energy balance of the ocean's upper layer 
can be expressed as follows: 
S = -OivF - rw + Fs( 1 - -l,,'I) - Fr - FLE - FH 
where S is the layer-averaged rate of change of heat storage per unit area 
of the layer (stcrJge term), DivF is the layer-averaged divergence of heat 
transported by the surface horizontal currents, ~nd Fw is the downward heat 
transport through the lower boundary of the layer. The remaininq terms are 
the diabatic sources and sinks of heat at the ocean surface: rs is the 
incoming solar flux at the ocean surface rp.duced by the monthly mean sur-
face albedo ~w' FI is the net upward long-wave radiative flux, FLE the 
upward latent heat flux, and FH the upward sensible heat flux at the ocean-
atmosphere interface. In constructing the monthly estimates of the diaba-
tic terms, the classical approach first used by Budyko (1963) was taken, 
i.e., the monthly averaged fluxes were calculated from the monthly averaged 
values of the basic variables. The calculations were carried out on the 
4x5 degree grid using the previously described climatology. The heat 
fluxes '",ere calculated separ .tely at each grid pOint. Ail the fields that 
were based on variables taken from the Nee climatology were aiso assigned a 
data quality indicator. This is defined as the local minimum of all indi-
cators associated with the input variables. 
Estimating the diabatic heating sources will enable us to calculate 
the sum of the monthly storage and the flux divergence terms in the surface 
layer as a residual. When averaged annually and globally this sum should 
vanish, and an approximate balance should be achieved between the diabatic 
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3.1.1 Incoming solar radiation 
There are several methods presented in the literature which are 
intended to provide an estimate of the SOlar flux incident upon a horizon-
tal surface at sea level. Ail cf these consist of two parts: an estimate 
of the monthly averaged maximum available direct plus diffuse solar flux at 
sea level, which is dependent on latitude and season, and a factor which 
includes the effects of cloudiness. Of all the bulk formulas used for cli-
matological studies, only that suggested by Berliand (1960) was designed 
for a comprehensive global study (Budyko, 1963), under the constraint of 
achieving a global heat balance. 
The Ber1iand algorithm is described rigorously by Kondratyev (1969) 
and Budyko (1974). It is easy to apr1y and combines both parts of the 
estimate in a consistent manner. Aithough its clear sky formulation and 
cloudiness factor performances have been criticized by Reed (1977) and 
others ba~ed on observations at specific times and locations, we believe 
one should judge its performance as a whole over a wide range of conditions 
as indicated by Budyko (1974). In their tropical Atlantic study Hastenrath 
and Lamb (1978) used a different method to estimate Fs but their estimates 
were no more than a few percent away from those obtained by Bunker (1976) 
and Bunker and Goldsmith (1979) using Berliand·s algorithm. Reed·s (1977) 
suggested method was used by Weare and ~trub (1981) with results 10% larger 
than those calculated here. 
Ber1iand·s fonnula as presented by Budyko (1974) is 
Fs = QO[1 - (a + bn)n] 
where QO is the monthly av~raged direct and diffuse maximum solar'flux and 
is a function of latitude. n is the monthly averaged cloudiness (in 
fractions), b is a constant and a is a coefficient varying with latitude. The 
monthly values of QO were compi1ej by Berliand from observations from 
various latitudinal zones and are given by Budyko (1974, Table 3). The 
coefficients a and b were also calculated by Berliand and are given in 
dudyko·s book (a values are presented in Table 4 and b = 0.38). 
-~-" ".~ .. 
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To assess the amount of solar heating of the ocean surface one has to 
s~btract the reflected part of the incoming solar flux. For that purpose 
Payne's (1972) albedo table for the Atlantic was used globally as suggested 
by Kukla and Robinson (1980). 
3.1.2 Net long-wave radiation 
Here again there is a large diversity and controvery in the literature 
as to hew to construct a reliable estimate of the local flux. Most of the 
methods agree closely with that originally suggested by Brunt (1932) and 
later modified somewhat by Berliand and Berliand (1952). This method, as 
presented in Budyko (1974), was the only one used for a global comprehensive 
heat budget study. Again the formula consists of two main parts: an 
estimate for the cloud-free net IR lost per unit area and time by the ocean 
surface, and a cloudiness factor. The formulation of the cloudiness effect 
is the most controversial aspect and seems to be the main source for the 
differences between estimates obtained by different investigators. 
Berliand and Berliand's formulation is a linearized version of the 
difference between the grey body fluxes of the ocean (upward) and 
atmosphere (downward). The downward atmospheric flux should be affected 
mainly by the amount of water vapor in the lower layers and the amount and 
tYP2 of cloudiness. In Berliand's formulation the net flux is given by: 
where Ta and Ts are the monthly mean air and sea surface temperatures, e is 
the monthly averaged water vapor pressure at anemometer level (in mb), and 
n is the mean cloudiness (in fractions). ~ is the emissivity of water 
(=0.97), a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. P an~ q are constants 
(according to Berliand, :-;qual to 0.39 and 0.05, respectively). c is a 
coefficient depending on latitude in order to account for the varying 
radiative properties cf cloud;, at different latitudes; Berliand assumed a 
linear dependence on latitud~ ,\r~d his vcJues :'iere used here (Budyko, 1974, 





Simpson and Paulson (1979) found good agreement between estimates 
based on Berliand's form· of Brunt's formula and observations under clear 
sky conditions. Weare and Strub (1981) used a different cloudiness factor 
while basically not changing other parts of Berliand1s expression. 
Comparing their final results with ours we found that their annually 
averaged FI values are smaller by 20 to 40~. Here aqain we decided to 
apply Berliand ' s formulation as a whole, for the same reasons as before, 
namely, comprehensiveness and design for global and long term studies. 
3.1.3 Sensible and latent heat fluxes 
The latent and sensible heat flux estimates were based upon the bulk 
aerodynamic formulas 
and 
where 0 is the density of air, cp the isobaric specific heat of air, and L 
the latent heat of evaporation7. Va, Ta and qa are the monthly averaged 
wind speed. temperature and specific humidity of air at anemometer level. 
Ts is the sea surface temperature and Qs the humidity of the layer of air 
close to the sea surface, assum~d saturated at temperature Ts· CH and 
CE are the transfer coefficients for sensible and latent he~t; these were 
calculated using the iterative method suggested by Liu ~t ~~. (19i9j, using 
the observed Ts for the "skin" temperature of the ocean. This method was 
tested by Esbensen and Reynolds (1981). 
7Here P was calculated locally from the monthly mean pressure and virtual 
temperature. cp and L were taken as constants equal to their value at 0 C. 
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3.1.4 Some general remarks 
The bulk formulas used to calculate the diabatic fluxes are parame-
terizations of the physical mechanisms involved in the heat transfer pro-
cess. As such they are approximations to the true flux values. The 
approximation errors are believed to be in the range of 10 to 20%. Such 
errors are larger th~n bias errors arising from irregular sampling of basic 
variables in time or space, as was shown by We~re and Strub (1981). Their 
studies indicate that the magnitudes of the bias errors are strongly depen-
dent on the number of observations of the basic variables and the geo-
graphic location (through the local spatial gradients of the variables and 
the magnitudes of their diurnal and annual cycles). ~eare and Strub esti-
mate that such sampling errors as reflected in the heat flux estimates are 
about 10~. 
3.2 Disous sion of ~'e su Z ::s 
The result of the heat flux calculations are presented in part 2 of 
t~e atlas. These include monthly sets of the spatial distributions of 
the fluxes and the calculated residual identified as the net downward heat 
flux. For each month a net downward radiative flux (Fs(l - ~) - Fr) is 
also presented. Based upon these monthly fields a set of zonal mean vs. 
time sections of the spatial distribution of the local annual mean (only 
for annually ice free grid points) are presented for each of the com-
ponents. Finally, the annually averaged meridional profiles of the com-
ponents are presen~ed based on the monthly zonal mean values for each of 
the components. 
3.2.1 Available solar heat flux (Charts 2.1 to 2.13) 
These fields present the distribution of the net solar flux (including 
the albedo effect) at the ocean surface. This is dependent upon the lati-
tudinal maximum solar zenith angle and the distribution of cloudiness, the 
latter determining its 10ngitudinal structure. Thus we find maxima in 
available solar flux over the relatively cloud-free subtropics with the 
-~ ---'---~-",,--~ _____ t.;:o;,··_4"""";,,':" ............ ,-' __ ---1 ... ' _________ _ 
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annual maximum occuring during the northern hem;~phere summer over the 
western coast of North Africa. The rrez can be identified as a narrow zone 
of local minimum but is sometimes obscurred by larger scale features. The 
seasonal changes result mainly from changes in the s01dr zenith angle and 
are shown as an increase in the flux values over the middle latitudes 
during the summer season and a decrease during winter. Seasonal change~ 
also occur in the relative strength of the subtropical maximum in both 
sides of the equator. 
3.2.2 Net upward long-wave flux (Charts 2.14 to 2.26) 
Over the warm and relatively cloud-free subtropics the net IR fluxes 
reach maximum values. Other local maxima occur over the warm ocean 
currents in winter, where the ocean loses more than it gains in longwave 
radiation. The ITeZ is a zone of local minimum sinc~ the relatively cloudy 
sky and colder ocean surfaces result in increased downward radiation and 
reduced upward radiation simultaneously. The strongest annual cycle is 
observed over the warm ocean currents. Here factors like the decrease in 
ocean - air temperature con~rast and a more humid atmospheric boundary 
layer result in a marked decrease in the net IR flux leaving the ocean sur-
face during the summer months. These changes are strongest over the Gulf 
and Kuroshio currents but are also noticeable over the Antarctic Ocean. 
The sp.asonal changes over the tropical oceans are small. 
3.2.3 Net downward radiative flux (Charts 2.27 to 2.39) 
These are presented as another means of observing the contribution of 
radiative fluxes to the heat budget. 
3.2.4 Latent heat flux (Charts 2.40 to 2.52) 
The flux of latent heat associated with the evaporation process pre-
sents the largest heat sink for the ocean surface layer. It is a strong 
function of the evaporation potential qs-qa but also depe~ds on the wind 
speed and the stability of the lower part of the atmospheric bound~ry 
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layer. The major Pdt~erns and their annual cycles closely resemble those 
of the sea - air humidity difference fields (Charts 2.79 to 2.91). The 
major maxima occur over the subtropics and extend northward over the Gulf 
and Kuroshio currents. These ridges weaken during the northern hemisphere 
summer. Fluxes are relatively weak over most of the low latitude oceans 
because of the stability of the boundary layer and the weak surface winds. 
The major minima occur over the regions of upwelling in the eastern 
equatorial Pacific and Atlantic oceans. A local maximum exists over the 
Arabian sea during the summer Monsoon months. The largest annual changes 
occur over the warm ocean currents of the Northern Hemis~here. 
3.2.5 Sensible heat flux (Charts 2.53 to 2.55) 
The sensible heat flux is a strong function of the sea - air tem-
perature difference and as such their spatial and temooral distributions 
are similar. In the global average sensible heat flux is the weakest heat 
sink for the surface layer. Large fluxes occur regionally over the Gulf 
and Kuroshio currents during the northern hemisphere winter and near the 
southern tip of Africa out over most ocean areas these fluxes are very weak 
and show little coherent spatial structure. 
3.2.6 ~et downward heat flux (Charts 2.66 to 2.78) 
This residual of the diabatic heating terms is mostly influenced by 
the patterns of solar radiation and latent heat fluxes. Large heat losses 
are found over the war~ water currents while strong gains exist over the 
cooler surfaces of the tropical oceans. On the average both hemispheres 
lose heat during the win:er months and gain during summer. The annual mean 
field presents the part of the residual available for transport on an 
annual basis. This field of course shows the tropics as a heat source and 
the high latitudes as heat sinks. The largest sinks are found over the 
western boundary currents and the largest ~ources are found in the regions 
of :·rong equatorial and coastal upwelling. It is interesting to note that 
this study ~hows that on the average the southern atlantic ocean does not 
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3.2.7 Zonal means vs. time se~tions (Charts 2.ZJ to ~.S4) 
These figures illustrate the seasonal changes of the heat budget com-
ponents. Zonal averaging was done over ice-free points only. 
3.3 ConcLuding ~~ark8 
To summarize the study we present the meridional profile of the ann-
nually averaged net downward heat flux and its global mean (Fig. 1). These 
lead to an average residual heat storage rate of 5.37 Wm-2• This value 
indicates that the results comply with our preconceived notion of the 
existance of a global balance. Here we should remember that only ice-free 
points are included in this study8. It is most likely that the ocean heat 
loss to the ice covered ocean would tend to balance part of the computed 
storage rate over the open ocean. In any case the res i dua 1 amount of heat 
distributed over a 1 km deep ocean would result in an annuai temperature 
increase of -0.05 C. 
The meridional profiles of the heat budget components are presented in 
Fig. 1 ~nd Table 2. The shape of the net downward flux profile agrees 
ouite well with that presented by Sudyko (1974, Table 19) and Hastenrath 
(1980). Table 3 presents the total ocean area vs. the ice-free ocean area 
in this data set. 
Finally, we riote that the boun":ary layer fluxes of sensible and latent 
heat are systematically smaller than those calculated by Sudyko (1963) and 
8unker (1976). However, we believe that the transfer coefficients adopted 
for this study give 3 more realistic description of the sensible and latent 
heat fluxes with changes in wind speed and boundary layer stability. It is' 
also encouraging to note that approximate annual heat balance can be shown 
over the global oceans with the new formulation. 
8The annual-average zonal mean values were calculated as follows: 
12 1': 
Z z m~1 Zm Nm / ~1 Nm 
where Z~ is the ~onthlv zonal average taken over the ice-free ocean points 
only and ~m is the monthly number of ice-free ocedn coints in the same 
latitude belt. 
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Fig. 1. ~eridional profiles of the comoon~nts of the ice-free 
ocean annual heat budget (in ~ m--). F~R and Fa stand 
for net radiative f~ux and net downward heat flux and the 
over~ar for an average. Other symbols have the same 
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Table 2. 10° zon~l means of the comp~nent5 of the ice-free ocean 
1 
annual heat budget (in W m-). FO is the net dt;wnwJr1 heat 
flux. 0ther symbols have the same meaninq as in text. 
rH FLF. rr ~~O-'wl rwi ro 1 
aON-90N ..... ....* *** *** *** .. ** 
70N-BON 29 50 46 81 35 -44 
60N-70N 23 51 51 89 38 -36 
50N-60N 16 48 40 33 35 -29 
40N-50N 12 61 51 108 57 -16 
1 
30N-40N 14 113 58 160 102 -25 
20N-30N 9 1.31 57 193 136 - 4 
lON-20N 4 01 57 195 146 12 
o -10N 4 109 46 191 145 32 I 10S- 0 2 106 413 199 151 43 20S-10S 3 125 52 194 142 14 30S-20S 6 118 58 181 123 1 
40S-30S 6 96 59 157 98 - 4 
50S-40S 2 62 53 114 61 - 3 
60S-50S 2 43 43 "Q I _ 36 - 9 
70S-60S 5 34 39 80 41 2 
80S-70S 6 26 38 74 36 4 
90S-80S *** *** *.* *** *** *** 
GLOBAl 6 98 51 160 109 5 
_.~~ __ ~~",-, __ ~~_ .... ' __ OloIok""'·_ .... S.... drv .... • ..... • __ ......... _ .. ·;....· ____ .o...-____ ..... d 
-... _ ... -_ ....... -.-,.", . ,,_ ....... - ..... ,~.,,--
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Table 3: Total ocean area (1) and annually averaqed ice-free ocean 
area (2) in 10 0 latitude belts in units of 1012m2• 
(1) (2) 
80N-90N 3.207 0.000 
70N-80N 7.074 1.881 
60N-70N 4.491 3.512 
50N-60N 10.214 9.620 
40N-50N 14.065 13.955 
30N-40N 18.796 13.796 
20N-30N 24.083 24.083 
10N-20N 30.743 30.743 
o -10N 34.837 34.837 
lOS- a 34.338 34.338 
20S-10S 33.356 33.356 
30S-20S 30.634 30.634 
40S-30S 31. 991 31. 991 
50S-40S 30.735 30.735 
60S-50S 25.424 23.982 
70S-60S 17.236 7.364 
80S-70S 4.126 0.102 
90S-80S 0.000 0.000 












In this study the global ocean heat budget was estimated using bulk 
formulas and available climatologies of surface observations. The objec-
tive approach to the analysis renders such a global study simple and easy 
to update if additional data or improved formulas become available. 
Recent developments in boundary layer theory were used for calculating 
the boundary fluxes of sensible and latent heat. This method leads to 
lower estimates of the fluxes when compared with previous studies, but an 
approximate global balance was achieved. 
The bulk radiative formulas used were those suggested by Budyko and 
his colleagues during the preparation of their global study (Budyko, 1963). 
These have been seriously criticized in the open literature but none of the 
suggested alternatives have been subjected to a test of achieving a global 
balance against reasonable values of the turbulent fluxes. We believe that 
the radiative fluxes in this atlas are reasonable and that the next advance 
in determining the surface heat balance will not come from the improvement 
of the bulk radiative formulas for surface observations. Rather it remains 
the task of future studies to offer a direct and more accurate estimate of 
these fluxes through the full utilization of satellite information. 
The fields of basic variables and heat budget components constructed 
during this study provide an easily accessible data source for scientists 
interested in boundary conditions for atmospheric and oceanic general cir-
culations models or in evalueting model performance. 
Yhe complete data set presented in this report is available on a com-
puter compatible tape from the Climatic Research Institute, Oregon State 
university, Corvallis, Oregon, 97331. 
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ATLAS OF THE UEAT BUDGET 
OF THE ICE-FREE GLOBAL OCEAN: 
PART I: BASIC SURFACE VARIABLES 







THE BASIC VARIABLES(*) 
Chart Number 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N 0 ANN 
Surface Wind Speed 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 
Sea Surface Temperature 1.14 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.19 1.20 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.25 1.26 
Sea - Air Temperature 
Difference 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30 1.31 1. 32 1.33 1.34 1.35 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.39 
Air Temperature 1.'10 1.41 1.ll2 1.43 1.44 1.45 1.46 1.47 1.48 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.52 
Air Specific Humidity 1.53 1.54 1.55 1.5fl 1.57 1.58 1.59 1.60 1.61 1.62 1.63 1.64 1.65 
Sea - Air Specific Humidity 
Difference 1.66 1.67 1.68 1.fl9 1. 70 1.71 1.72 1. 73 1. 74 1.75 1.76 1.77 1. 78 
Cloudiness 1.79 1.80 1.81 1.02 1.83 1.84 1.85 1.86 1.87 1.88 1.89 1.90 1.91 
Sea level Pressure 1.92 1.93 1.94 1.95 1.96 1.97 1.98 1.99 1.100 1.101 1.102 1.103 1.104 
(*)Stippled areas are where the data density indicator is ~ 2.7 (500 observations). The monthly sea-ice 
boundary is shown by a heavy line enclosing the shaded areas. 
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1.12 December mea .. surfdce winrl speed (m sec 1) 
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SEA-SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
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1.26 Annual mean sea-surface temperature (Oe) 

1.27 January mean sea - air t~nperature difference (Ge) 
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1.28 February n~an sea - air temper~ture difference (Oe) 
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1.32 June mean sea - air temperature difference (0C) 
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1.37 November mean sea - air temperature rlifference (OC) 
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1.38 December mean sea - a ir temperature difference (0 C) 
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1.39 A})olIal mean $ea - dl r lempe,"ature difference (OC) 
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1.42 March mean air temperature (Oe) 
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1.43 Apri1 mean air temperature (Ge) 
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1.45 June mean air temperature (DC) 
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1.49 October mean air temperature ( OC) 
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1.50 November mean air temperature (Oe) 
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1.51 December mean air temperature (0C) 
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1.')2 Annual mean air temperature (Oe) 
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1.S3 January mean air specific humidity (gm kg- 1) 
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1.54- February mean air specific humidity (91" kg- 1) 
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1.56 Aprll mean air spec ifi c humidity (9111 kg- 1 ) 
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1.58 June mean air specific humidity (gm kg- 1) 
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1.61 September mean air sper:Hic humidity (gm kg- 1) 
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1.62 Octobe r mean a ir spec ifi c humidity (gm kg- 1) 
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1.64 December mcan air spec ific humidity (gm kg- 1) 
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1.65 Annual mean air specific humidity (gm kg- l ) 
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1.66 January mean sea - air specific humidity difference (gAl kg- 1) 
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1.68 March mean sea - air specific humidity diff~;ence (~ t g- 1) 
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1.69 April mean sea - nir specific humidity difference (gm kg- 1) 
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1.71 June mean sea - a ir specific humidity difference (gm kg- 1) 
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1.74 September mean sea - air specific humidity difference (gm kg- 1) 
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1.75 October mean sea - air specific humidity difference (gm kg- 1) 
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1.77 December mean sea - air specific humidity difference (gm kq-l) 
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CLOUDINESS 
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1.79 January mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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1.81 March mean c loudiness (fractions) 
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1.82 Apri! mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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1.83 May mean cloudiness (fractions) 


























1.84 June mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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1.86 August mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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}.87 September fIIean cloudiness (fractions) 
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1.89 November mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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1.90 December mean c loudiness (fractions) 
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1.91 Annual mean cloudiness (fractions) 
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SEA LEVEL PRESSURE 
1.92 January mean sea level pressure (rob) 
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1.93 tcbruary mean sea leve l pressur e (mh) 
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1.94 March mean sea level pressure (mb) 
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1.98 July mean sea level pressure (mb) 
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1.99 August mean sea level pressure (mb) 
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1.100 September mean sea level pressure (mb) 
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1.102 November mean sea level pressure (mb) 
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1.103 December mean sea le~el pressure (mb) 
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1.104 Annua l mean sea leve l press ure (mb} 
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ATLAS Of THE HEAT BUDGET 
OF THE ICE-FREE GLOBAL OCEAN 
PART II: HEAT BUDGET COMPONENTS 
THE HEAT BUDGET COMPONENTS 
Spatial Patterns of the Heat Budget Components(*) 
Chart ttullmer 
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D ANN 
Available Solar Heat Flux 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.13 2.9 2.10 2.11 2.12 2 .13 
Net Upward long-Wave Flux 2.14 2.15 2.16 2.17 2.18 2.19 2.20 2.21 2.22 2.23 2.24 2.25 2.26 
Net Downward Radiative Flux 'l.27 2.28 2.29 2.30 ? 11 2.32 2.33 2.34 2.35 2.36 2.37 2.38 2.39 
latent Heat Flux 2.40 2.41 2.42 2.43 2.44 2.45 2.46 2.47 2.48 2.49 2.50 2.1)1 7.1)2 0 ~~ 
." G1 
Sensible Heat Flux 2.53 2.54 2.55 2.56 2.S7 2.58 2.59 2.60 2.61 2.62 2.63 2.64 2.65 0 0 
:::a 
~ ~ t Downward Heat Flux 2.66 2.'j7 2.68 2.69 2.70 7.71 2.72 2.73 2.74 2.75 2.76 2.77 2.78 I:) C:» J» e> 
r"'" ," 
~*)Stippled areas are where the data density indicator is ~ 2.7 (500 observations). The IIIOnthly ~Ci) 
sea-ice boundary is shown by a heavy line enclosing the shaded areas. 
· . 
~ 
AVAILABLE SOLAR HEAT fLUX 
2.1 January mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
2.2 february mean available solar helt flux (W 11- 2 ) 
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2.1 March mean availabl e solar he at flux (W m- 2 ) 
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2.4 April mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.5 May mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.6 June mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.7 July mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
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?8 August mean available solar heclt flux (W m- 2 ) 






























2.9 Se ptember mean avai l ab l e so l ar heat flu x (W 10- 2 ) 
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2.10 October mean a Vdildble so lar heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.12 Decemher mean available so lar heat flux (W 111- 2 ) 

















2.13 Annual mean available solar heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.14 January mean net upw~rd long-wave flux (W m- 2) 
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2.15 February mean ne t upwar' d long-wave flux (W 11-2) 
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2.16 March mean net upward lonq-wave flux (W m- 2) 
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2.19 June mean net upward long-wave flux (W m- 2) 
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2.21 August mean net upward lonq-wave flux (W m-2) 
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2. 22 September mean lIet upward long-wave flux (W m-2 ) 
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~.26 Annual mean net upward long-wave flux (W m-2) 
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NET DOWNWARD RADIATIVE FLUX 
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2.31 May mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 
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2.32 June mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 
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2.33 July mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 
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2.34 August mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 
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2.35 September mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 
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~.36 October mean net downward radiative flux (W m- 2) 
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2.37 Noveri>er mean net downward radiative flux (W m-2) 

























~.38 December mean net downward rad1atlve flux (W m-2) 
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2.39 Annual mean net downward radiative flux (W .-2) 
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2.40 January ~an latent heal flux (W.-2) 
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2.42 March mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.43 April mean latent heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.44 May mean latent heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.45 June mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.46 .. luly mean latent heat flux (W m- 2 ) 
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2.49 October mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 

















2.50 November mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.51 December mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.52 Annua 1 llean latent heat f1 UK (W .-2) 
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2.53 January.ean sensible heat flux (W .-2) 
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2.55 March mean sensible heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.56 April mean sensible heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.61 September mean sensible heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.62 October mean sensible heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.63 November Mean sensible heat flux (W .-2) 
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2.66 Janua.y ~an net downward heat flux (W . -2) 
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2.67 February mean net downward heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.68 March mean net downward heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.70 May mean net downward heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.71 June mean net downward heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.73 August mean net downward heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.74 September mean net downward heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.75 October mean net downward heat flux (W m- 2) 
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2.76 November mean net downward heat flux (W m-2) 
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?77 December mean net downward heat flux (~ m-2) 
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2.78 Annual mean net downward heat flux (W .,2) 
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f«)NHt. Y VARIATION Of THE ZONAllY-AVERAGED HEAT BUDGET COMPON£NTS 
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2.79 Zonal .ean available solar flux (W .-2) 
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2.82 Zonal mean latent heat flux (W m-2) 
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2.84 Zonal mean net downward heat flu x (W m- 2) 
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